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ELEVEN

Differend, Sexual Difference,
and the Sublime
Lyotard, lrigaray, Duras

ANDREW SLADE

"It's still the subli me in the sense that Burke and Kant described
and yet it isn't their sublime anymore. "
- Jean-Francois Lyota rd , The Inhuman

IN "IN THE PENAL COLONY," 1 Franz Kafka fixes the punishment for the

crime as the inscription of the law onto the body of the criminal. The spectacular mech anisms of punishment scrawl their needles over the flesh of the
criminal who succumbs to the pain inflicted on him by the dev ice. The body
of the criminal thus stands in the place of the law which is illegible on the
body, but still on the body. In 1985, Marguerite Duras reports2 on the infanticide, C hristine Villemin, who was accused of killing her four-y ear-old son,
G regory, and then of putting his body, already dead, into the dark waters of
the Vologne river.
Literature and crime, it seems, are never terribly distant. The acts of the
criminal generate an entire history of writing, of pleasure, of terror, even the
banality of pleasure and terror. In Sade, the notion of the crime is elevated to
a supreme metaphys ical principle. 3 In order to out-nature N ature, to annihilate its destructive powers, crime is unleashed as a mode of resistance.
Yet, it's shocking, even scandalous, when the crime and the criminal are
unified into that domain of literature which is as uncertain and ubiquitous as
171
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the sublime. N onetheless, with the audacity that characterized much of her
life , Marguerite Duras, in fewer than fo ur thousand words, introduces into the
history of writing and philosophy (though the latter, perhaps, inadvertently)
an understanding of the sublime which res ists abstract spiritualization by
locating itself in the body of the woman-criminal. "Sublime, N ecessarily Sublime, Christine V." is Duras's contribution. to a fe minist figuration. of the sublime that mobilizes the thought of the sublime aga inst those fo rms of domination that men engage and mobilize aga inst, and often on behalf of, women.
The aim of this chapter will be to articulate how two key fe min ist writers, Marguerite Duras and Luce lriga ray, engage and rewrite Lyotard's interest in the sublime as a feminist aesthetic category. Jean-Frarn;:ois Lyotard
was at the vanguard of a retrieval of the category of the sublime in contemporary aesthetic theory. A trenchantly polymorphous philosopher, he
wrote of the sublime in a range of styles that rivals the old masters of aesthetics, who not only mastered the thought, but were themselves sublime
in their works. Whereas the tradition of aesthetics almost unequivocally
aligns the sublime with the masculine and the feminine with beauty, lrigaray and Duras invent a feminist sublime that seeks to be a source of res istance and transformation of oppress ive and repress ive elements of O ccidental aesthetics and politics.
Lyotard and lrigaray foc us their thinking on the critica l differ nces that
have been mobilized by the history and politics of the O ccident and each in
their own way seeks out the sites of resistance that can be engaged against its
hegemony. For lrigaray, in her texts of the 1970s, resistance begins with the
deconstruction of the cultural and philosophical heritage which forgot the
sexual difference as the primary difference. Lyotard's main proj ect is to locate
differends and search for ways to phrase them.
In this search, I will turn to a discussion of Marguerite Duras's article,
"Sublime, N ecessarily Sublime, Christine V.," as a critical intervention in the
debate about the sublime and the sexual difference that I am opening
between Lyotard and lrigaray. In 1984, fo ur-year-old Gregory Villemin was
killed and his body was found in the Vologne river. In the quiet, even quaint,
industrial villages of the Vosges Mountains of northeast France, the "Villemin
affair," as it was called, generated much spectacle and speculation. As happens with many murder cases which contain certain elements of intrigue and
scandal, this one too produced a deluge of journalism in France and abroad.
Perhaps no other article about this murder has generated as much scandal as
Marguerite Duras's article, "Sublime, forcement, sublime, Christine V.,"
which ran in Liberation on 17 July 1985, roughly nine months after the body
of Gregory Villemin was found. Du ras's article forcefully articulates a version
of the sublime linked to sexual difference and shows it to be a way of bearing
witness to the differend that the difference is. By gathering together Lyotard's
understanding of the sublime and lrigaray's insistence on the sexual differ-
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ence, femin ist aesthetic theory will find a mode of articulat ion which preserves pleasure while accounting fo r the pain of the past and remaining hopeful about the possibilities of the future.

LYOTARD AND THE SUBLIME SEN TIMENT
The fee ling of the sublime puts us in touch with pain. Lyotard explains: "Sublime feel ing is in no way a happy disposition of thought. The powers of
thought in sublime feeling in no way relate to one another accord ing to a
good proportion; they 'd isproportion' themselves violently." 4 This pain must
be understood in two senses; first, the pain in the sublime sentiment belongs
to thought. That is, in a judgment of the sublime, the faculties of the mind
are related by their "disproportion." They are interminably conflicted. The
power to conceive (Understanding) and the power to present (Imagination)
enter an impasse in which neither power can carry out its proper function.
The sublime is then a disaster for thought because it blocks it from carrying
out its mission, which in the Kantian philosophical system is the actualization of the supersensible vocation of Man. 5 Second, it is the pain that belongs
to bod ies. Violence directed to bodies may become a source for sublime sentiment when that violence does not come too close to the subject. That is,
when the subject endures r is threatened by pa in, bu t is not annihilated by
it, the subj ect's survival may become a source of sublime sentiment.
The sublime undoes thinking without fully dismantling it. It jams thinking. The stakes of the aesthetic of the sublime are neither moralization nor
aestheticization of life, but a description of feeling and the thought that
accompanies it. If we follow Lyotard, thought must avoid trying to map, by
analogy or other means, its feelings onto knowledge of objects. But, it must
also find a way to link fee ling to the real, to the event that occasions the feeling. Art will be this place.
In a judgment of the sublime, thought seeks to present the unpresentable.
Imagination engages in the work to make a presentation of an event, a happening, an occurrence, that resists being rendered sensibly by dint of its magnitude or might. The sublime feeling is a differend between the absolute that
thought seeks to present and the greatest possible aesthetic magnitude that
can be apprehended by the senses. Thought presents the absolute, but the
absolute cannot be given sensibly to be judged by the categories of the understanding. The sublime feeling is occasioned by this constitutive failure of
thought, by its incapacity to present the magnitude (conceived either mathematically or as a force, a power, a might) of the real. Nonetheless, thought is
destined for the absolute which eludes aesthetic presentation:
Presentation cannot grasp an infinite of givens at one time and in a single
form. If it is asked to present more, it comes up against its max imum, its
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"measure," which is the subjective fo undation of all magni tude. T his measure is the absolute of the thought that presents the absolute "aesthetic"
magnitude that is possible.6
Presentation is an ac tiv ity of th e mind and as a human function , is limited.
This means that there are magnitudes that 't h e m ind simply cannot grasp, to
be sure, but magnitudes that canno t even be conside red in the ir entirety.
Such magnitudes are unpresentable.
.
In the sublime, Imagination , the fac ulty of presentation, touch es its
limit. This measure, the limits of what is possible fo r Imagination to present,
is at first directed toward N ature, as is all of Kant's Critique. But it has important consequences for modern art and literature. As Lyotard notes,
Beginning with Mallarme, and perhaps even Jean Paul, the aesthetic negatives, the thinking about wri ting, the reflection on modern art, have put fo rward the thing before which thinking retreats and toward which it races.
What is certain is that, with the sublime, the "happiness" with which creative imagination opens thinking to the unlimited field of aesthetic Ideas
has disappeared. Gone is the superabundance, the supplement to naturalness that had come with an analogizing talent to extend "actual nature" and
overwhelm the thinking of th.is nature. 1
Art is sublime th.ere where it seeks to show the Idea-it is sublime where its
obj ect is absent. N ot absent because it has simply yet to mat erialize , but
because it cannot be rendered sensibly. This is not an idealist trap that ultimately praises ideas over matter, prefers ever longed-for absences over the
brute givens of material life, but a critical philosophy which bears witness to
the force of the Absolute. The differend in the sublime feeling opens onto a
theory of the subj ect which understands and accounts fo r the historical minimalization of the Being that calls itself human.
To be human demands that the inhuman dwell in the human, not as parasite or disease, but as constitutive element, as that which belongs properly to
us together with all those "human" attributes we relish in accepting. By focusing on the constitutive inhuman in the conditions of an inhuman system of
development, one can hope to resist the appa rently infinite desire to consume.
W e can hope to think and write such that we can testify to our own inhumanity as a site of resistance in the system. In Lyotard's view, we must mine the
strength within that secret which inhabits us and cannot be incorporated into
the system. The work of philosophy, the work of literature, sh all be to bear witness to the opacity that generates resistance. This owes much to The Differend
and the famous notion that what remains to be done is to bear witness to the
differends, those conflicts without rules which would permit their just resolution. But h ere, the notion of witnessing is expanded to include at least three
additional names for the differend: the inhuman, childhood, and gender.
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Although not unaware of or insensitive to the difference that gender
makes, Lyotard nonetheless inflects the question of the sexual difference into
his own lexicon and treats it as a case of differend. Leaving aside the advantages and difficulties of such a move, I would like instead to link Lyotard's
interest in the sublime to Luce lrigaray's concern for the sexual difference so
as to begin to see the difference that gender makes in an aesthetic theory of
the sublime. So it is to the early works of Luce lrigarary, notably, Speculum,
de l' autre femme, that I will now tum.
IRI GARAY, DURAS, AND A FEMINIST SUBLIME

Luce lrigaray does not claim to be writing aesth etics, but rather a critical philosophy in which the sexual d ifference is the central term. The sexual difference is not oppos ition or antagonism, but a difference like th e ontological
difference that the philosophical tradition of the West has forgotten. 8 The
sexual difference is th e difference that h as been repressed, ignored, oppressed,
as the case may be. The essays in th e middle part of Speculum, de l'autre
femme, a book whose title is poorly translated into English as Speculum of the
Other Woman, aim to think through the difference that sexual difference
makes for philosophy, psychoanalysis, and literature.
In the text, "La Mysterique," lrigaray writes primarily of pleasure, specifically of woman's pleasure and the presen ce of the divine or the infinite. The
discussion of pleasure places her in th e center of aesthetics, even when sh e is
resistant to that placement:
No image, no figure allev iates such mortal absence. No picture, no portrait,
no face could serve to ease the waiting, even if they were available in this
lack of all defined form. Finding the self imposes a proximity that knows no
aspect, mode, or figure. No metaphors can de ignate the radiant splendor of
that touch. Any intermed iary would risk deferring the fleeting moment of its
coming. Not even a supportive, evocative milieu can sustain, prepare, or
recall its intuition. An addition or adornment might cosset the touch into
a complacency incompatible with the difficult trail it must blaze. Like a bolt
out of the blue.9
lrigaray res ists aesthetics yet nonetheless engages a repertoire of images
and signs that go along with it. Her resistance to an aesthetic tum is understandable. One of the key strategies mobilized in the Occident against the
claims of women h as been to transform the problem of sexual difference into
an aesthetic problem and thereby to defuse the pressing question of the difference. That is, women can be tamed as a menace to thought by making
them primarily objects to be regarded from the perspective of their beauty.
From this perspective, psychoanalysis can get on with its concern for the
phallus while the philosophical trad ition can pass over their resistance to its

/
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categories by aligning women and the sexual difference with philosophica~ly
fri volous categories. Aesthetics, after all, is at least secondary to metaphysics
and the philosophy of man.
N otwi.t hstanding her resistance to the aesth etic dismissal of the q~e.sti~i°
of sexual difference, Irigaray remains in the field of aesthetics, and spec ific~ Y
in the context of the sublime. It is a sublime affect that is at the core of La
Mysterique," and that affect is bound to a set of figurations in h er text. A feminist understanding of the sublime, then, will fo llow upon lrigaray's insistence
that the sexual difference is the fundamental (and fundamentally fo rgotten)
question of philosophy. The sexual difference is the primary difference that
philosophy must think. It is primary in two senses; it is log ically first, and Lt
is unavoidable. For Irigaray, the sexual differe nce is the first d ifference that
thought encounters-the subj ect differentiates itself from o ther subjects
based on this difference. It is primary also in the sense that it is unavoidable;
any thought that takes itself seriously as articulating a phenomenologically
adequate account of being must account for this d ifference.
The introduction of the sexual difference will not as one might think,
displace the force of the sublime as a category of aesthetics , even though it
has a long history of articulations that situate it alo ng the axis of masculinity.
In his Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime, Kant writes,
Women have an inborn feeling for all that is beautiful. . .. They have very
delicate feelings in regard to the least offense, and are exceed ingly precise
to notice the most trifling lack of attention and respect toward them. ln
short, they contain the chief cause in human nature fo r the contrast of the
beautiful qualities with the noble, and they refine even the masculine sex. l
hope the reader will spare me the reckoning of the manly qualities, so fa r as
they are parallel to the feminine, and be content only to consider both in
comparison with each other. The fa ir sex has just as much understanding as
the male, but it is a beautiful understanding, whereas ours should be a deep
0
understanding, an expression th.at signifies identity with the sublime. '
In citing this passage from Kant's precritical writings, I am not trying to roast
Kant. But his text illustrates the philosophical and cultural prejudice that
ex isted (and ex ists) in relation to woman, and espec ially the aesthetic understanding of woman and her capabilities. Man is sublime; woman is beautiful.
And there is no mistaking the fac t that it is better to be in league with the
sublime than with the beautiful, even if Kant has some difficulty, in the Critique Of Judgment at any rate, in dealing with the excrescence of the sublime.
With the precritical text, there is no mistaking the priority given to the sublime. lrigaray's text, then, reconfigures the sublime at the same time as sh e
ra ises the question of the sexual difference.' '
A feminist sublime will inflect the sentiment toward the sexual difference, will find in the "irremediable differend of gender" 12 a source and site of
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sublime affect. The aim of this transformation will then be to render the aesthetic sentiment in such a way that it can find the means of figuration that
will further th e critical project "at least of maintaining the h onor of thinking."'3 The sublime and sexual difference combine as partners in a critical,
philosophical project of bearing witness to their differend . The violence of a
differend, espec ially the d iffe rend that yields sublime affect, requires a witness. Yet, the question of how to witness remains unanswered.'4 lrigaray poses
the question as a matter of survival. lrigaray th erefore asks,
But how can she continue to live in such a violence, sweet as it may be? Not
dying of dying, dying from not dying. Undecidable at the time of the most
horri bly electrify ing moment in her jouissance or her pain.'5
The ecstatic pleasures of the body's enj oyment together with the pains of that
enj oyment are also the hallmark of Duras's writing and one of the primary
experien ces of th e women that people h er novels. Loi V. Stein is no exception, th ough a more continued use of the theme is made in I.: Amant where
the phrase "jusqu'a en mourir, " "all the way to death," occurs many times in
the context of the pleasures the bodies of lovers create. For Loi, as for the narrator of L' Amant, the body's pleasures are not primary, but are the signs of an
interiority barred from communing with the other. The company of lovers is
an isolated one, one doomed by the uncrossable passage between them. lrigaray describes it like this is:
In a deeper unity than the yet, already, speculative unity that underlies the
sense of these wrenching contradictions. The bottom, the center, the most
hidde n, inner place, the heart of the crypt to which "God" alone descends
when he has renounced modes and attributes.16
Both lrigaray and Duras appeal to "God," an appeal that can mean much or
little. For Duras, it means almost nothing. G od becomes the name of that terrifying and electrifying "presence" which inhabits the woman, takes her over,
rav ish es h er, leaving her spent, exhausted.
Pa in and delight, dying of dying, dying of not dying, these senses confound each other in the undecidable situation of the differend- the case of
dispute in which the rule fo r resolution lacks. "Fond , et centre, lieu le plus

interieur et le plus cache , cmur de la crypte, ou seul «Dieu» descend apres avoir
renonce ses modes et attributes" "Ground and center, the most interior and hid den space, heart of the crypt where only G od descends after having
renounced all modes and attributes."' 7 lrigary, Lyotard, and Duras draw our
thinking toward those unth ought regions of experience where our cognitive
capacities become less and less relevant- this is to say, beyond the capac ity
for conceptual analysis and exp lication. The force of determinative claims in
this region is suspended, even God is put into quotation marks, in Duras's text
no less than in lrigaray's. Between quotation marks, G od is unrecognizable as
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G~d. Th.e most sublime words are .undone, evacuated of their grandeur in tP~
articulation of the sublime, but sttll no less sublime. In her stud y of the word
"Dieu" in Duras's works, C hristiane Blo t-Labarrere 18 concludes that the wor
is ne ither negation nor affirmation . It ra ther invokes the "indecipherabilitY
of the uni verse." S he closes her essay,
]e pense done qu'el!e s'es t cons tamment heurtee a "une religieuse incapacite de
croire. " Qu'e!le s'est tenue, quanta Dieu, dans une Ile au loin , une Desirade,
face a une /JTesence-absence, a un mot-silence. Mais dirais-je avec Olympia
Alberti: "Quel eclat ce silence . .. Quel ap/Jel que cette absence-la ."
I think, then, that she is continually hurled toward "a religious incapacity
to believe." That she has fled, relative to God, to a distant island , a Desirade, before a presence-absence, a silence-word. But, I would say with
Olympia Alberti: "What noise this silence ... . What allure that absence. "' 9
My concern is not the religios ity of these women , but the manner in which
they are able to wrench new significations fro m the signs of language and die
residua of a culture which works to silence them. The sublime which theY
mobilize inaugurates a revolution within language which undoes the signifi·
cation of language. The class ic account of the sublime (Kant, Burke ) does not
permit such shifting, though it is h ard to see how the vio lence of the sentiment and its "causes" would leave any do main of thought and experience
untouched, unmoved, untransported:
But how to remember all this if the fire was so fierce, the current so strong
as to remove all traces ? If everything has become fire and water and nothing remains but a burning shimmer and flowing stream? If the brazier was so
deep as to erase all memory of the path of touch that still guides us in our
ecstatic transports? If nothing remains but/of an incandescent hearth that
none can reach?' 0
The challenge of this sublime is to find, to refind (retrouver), in the fluidity
of the remainders, a path for the thinking and writing of be ing which can
attach itself to the material of the experience.
And in this rapturous vision of the place of your joyous expansion and mortal ecstasy, a lightning flash has lit up the sleeping understanding within me.
Resisting all knowledge that would not find its/my sense in this abyss."
The striking similarity of lexica, the registers of metaphor, the images that the
two writers, Duras and Irigaray, employ open the poss ibility of co mparison,
but even more, open the way to an interpretatio n of the sublime as always
marked by the sexual difference. If Duras's writing is reconce ived in the context of this feminist sublime, as a specific n ame of that kind of writing that
22
H elene Cixous called for in her fa mous essay, "The Laugh of the Medusa, "

r
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it fo llows that ecriture feminine will produce a sublime feminin. Duras's writing
thereby compounds des ires , differences, and differends. This co mpounding
gives h er writing its mesmerizing, astonishing, perplexing effects-the vertigo
of sublime affect. Accord ing to Leslie Hill, desire in Duras's writing, "is
mob ilised ... as a sublime and transgress ive fo rce that overwhelms any single effort at understanding." 23 In the dialectic of lack and plenitude that constitutes desire, difference and d ifferend are key to the undoing of und erstanding (in the technical sense as involving determinative rather than refl ective
judgment) . What is at stake in the writing of the feminine sublime is a fee ling and thought's effort to discover what to do with it.
In The Lover, Duras characterizes writing as the confounding of differences:
Nowadays it often seems writing is nothing at all. Sometimes I realize that
if writing isn't all things, all contraries confo unded, a quest fo r vanity and
wind, it's nothing. That if it's not, each time, all things confo unded into one
through some inexpressible essence, then writing is nothing but advertisement. But usually I have no op inion, I can see that all options are open now,
that there seem to be no more barriers, that writing seems at a loss for somewhere to hide, to be written, to be read. That its basic unseemliness is no
longer accepted. But at that point I stop thinking about it. 24
Writing approaches what is not approachable, what is unqualifiable, what
cannot be de termined. Writing that does not take this as its aim and source,
becomes, according to Duras, advertising, kitsch. Such writing is nothing.
When writing and ethics part company, Duras finds a space in and through
which she can write of that secret place where those things she h as no t yet
written wait to be written . In L' Amant, sh e writes of those secrets that she had
n ot until then written : "lei je parle des periodes cache.es de cette meme jeunesse"
"Now I'm talking about the hidden stretches of that same youth, of certa in
facts, fee lings, events th at I buried." 25 But the notion that writing is that ven ture into the unknown (and, in my interpretation, the unknowable) can be
found throughout Duras's reuvre. As Leslie Hill argues,
Litera ture, then, fo r Duras, is a journey into uncharted territory, an explora tion of extraordinary states-love, desire, madness-that no longer fa ll
subject to meaning or ra tional decision and cannot be formulated except in
terms of an ecstatic experience at the margin of words and speech. 26
The ecstatic experience at the margin of words and speech is the sublime
affect born of a differend born of the sexual difference.

THE SU BLIME, THE CRIMINAL: CHRI STINE V.
"Sublime, forcement, sublime" perturbs literature; it binds writing and the
crime. C hristine V. is trapped by her sex in matter; she is the primary matter of
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which woman alone is made. Duras situates Christine V. as the prime woman,
prime matter, that stuff which is not determined by any form. It has no significance in the order of things until it has a determining form, which in Aristotelian causality is supplied by the male. As prime matter, Christine V. is sublime in two senses: in the Kantian sense she is antiteleological and without
purpose; in the Burkean sense she is an object of terror and herald of death.
Christine V. is at the limit of sense and non-sense where Duras writes; she begins
to write without aim or foreknowledge, without the capacity to conform to a
norm or a law. "It's beyond reason." Beyond reason, yet not sheer madness.
Christine V. occupies a zone of senselessness which holds her captive and troubles the men who hold her. Captive and captivating, Christine V. undoes
thought's capacity to order and to judge according to its own rules. She exposes
to the rules and to reason that they are not universally applicable, that they are
sexed, being effects of matter. Even their immateriality is material, matter. Thus,
like Lyotard, Duras frames the sublime as the materiality of the immaterial.
C hristine V., as the sublime woman, reverses an entire tradition of representation in which woman is valued for her docility and grace. Even when
she is a woman as active as Mary griev ing the death of her son, she is calm,
deferring, accepting; she is not a figure in revolt. C hristine V., to the contrary,
adopts the most extreme course of action available and repeats Medea's horrifying act. What they do is not just contrary to the law, it is unthinkable.
The act is so beyond reason that, as Duras says, it is hard to know how to
name the crime. The comparison to Medea is perhaps too hasty, for she knew
very well what she was doing, at least according to Euripides. Duras is not
nearly so certain that Christine V. knew what was happening to her until it
was in the offing. Medea was in charge of her life, even if Jason worked to
undermine her at decisive moments; C hristine V. lived always under the laws
of men and knows little of the se lf-determination they take as the ir own without even knowing they are sheltered by it. C hristine V. is sublime in as much
as she is the limit fig ure. Her act is incomprehens ible; and this should be
understood in a technical sense; her act is not available to a judgment of
understanding. It is uncognizable and yields no truth. It is an incommensurable act void of reason and aim; it is contrapurposive and without purpose,
to paraphrase the famous Kantian for mulation of the sublime sentiment.
In Duras's text, the fleshly woman, Christine Villemin, becomes C hristine V. and is thus transformed from fleshly woman to literary figure. Like the
X that Malcolm adopts, her V stands as the sign of all women of a particular
situation (class, race) and in which she takes a place in a long line of Durassian ch aracters: Loi V. Stein, Valerie Andesmas. These women trouble and
menace every masculine attempt to comprehend them, to hold them
togeth er, to place them under their control either conceptually or institutionally. Loi V. Stein is the source of Jacques Hold's undo ing; Valerie Andesmas exceeds the limits of her fa ther's control. 21
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According to Duras, the woman becomes a criminal out of a necessity
that precludes her fro m freedo m. Her actions become fo rced, mechani cal,
and without sense. T h is is the manner in which Jacques Hold presents Loi V.
Stein's illness. In that novel, Lol's symptoms amount to an anesthesia; she is
insensitive, unmoved by her own suffering and boredom. Yet, Christine V.
does not know that she seeks a way out of the prison that she inhabits, that
the birth of her child is not a celebration , but the begin ning of a death : "Why
mightn't the birth of a mother by the coming of a child be a miscarriage from
the slapping around she gets fro m a man because of poorly cooked steaks, fo r
example. Just as childhood may be lost from getting slapped for an F in
math."28 The mother comes to be because of the coming of the child; she
becomes "mother" only with the coming of the child and this transformation
is not the fulfillment of her telos, but the sign of her death . It is a miscarriage .
Motherhood destroys the woman .
But is this an overstatement ? Duras continues: "When women have a
child that they do not recognize as their own, maybe it's because they didn't
want a child , that they didn't want to live. And in th is case, no morality, no
penalty will make them recogn ize that that child is theirs." 29 In Duras's writing we find a consistent sense of alienation between mothers and their children. In Duras's text, mothers are astonished by their children; they do not
understand how it is that these children belong to them. This is especially the
case when the children are relatively undeveloped as characters, that is, when
the action of the narrative does not concern them directly, as in Moderato

Cantabile, Le Ravissement de Lal. V. Stein.
Christine V. is sublime, according to Duras, necessarily sublime. This literary figure denotes the conflict of terror and pleasure central to the sublime
sentiment. Yet, how is it that the pleasurable moment would redeem the
crime at the source of the terror in which her sublime figuration begins? The
classical fo rmulation of the sublime tends to make the pleasure of the sublime
the key term; there is terror, yet the pleasurable release from that terror limits its bite . But this is not the sublime that Duras invokes; there is no redemption , pleasurable or otherwise, from this crime. Duras could not be more
emphatic on th is point. She insists that it is incomprehensible; what we are
left with is the pain of loss and the astonishment of the presence of this
woman who stands alone, bare on a denuded hill. She is completely visibl e,
saturated with visibility there on that hill from which she stands in high
relief, yet she cannot be grasped. Her presence affirms to us two things: the
abid ing nature of pain in the sublime sentiment and the poverty of concepts
in relation to a fee ling.
The fi guration of the sublime sentiment in Duras's works tends to take
the fo rm of a metonymy of name and place. The sublime figure is coextensive
with the name of a place. In Hiroshima, man amour the lovers' identiti es are
displaced to the site of the initial traumatization and they become, even in
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their ecstasies, N evers and Hiroshima. By the end of the film they are what
remains of their pleasure and the ir pain, but also of pleasure and of pa in as
such . They are the remains of a history of terror, and they abide as witnesses
to that terror-Nevers and Hiroshima. In "Sublime, N ecessarily S ublime,"
C h ristine V is a wo man of the hi lls, a vaga b nd subject to n o lnw- shc is, ns
the text says, "sans foi, ni loi." She is also "sans toit ni loi": a vagabond.30 In Le
Ravissemenc de Lal V. Stein, the ball at S . Thala is the site where the rav ish ing appearance of Anne-Marie Stretter cross ing the floor as tonish es Lol into
an illness which destroys h er while inaugurating a n ew kind of life.
The sublime figuration that p roduces the sublime sentiment is a form of
witness. This is the manner in which the sublime is a modality of witness ing;
it both transmits the testimony and is the manner of its recept ion . On this
view, test imony and wit nessing are no t matters f determi nat ion of history
and the real in and through a concept, but the reflective appropriations of
what is improper via a feeling. The testimon y never belongs to us even when
we cannot forget it, even when we do not know what to do with it, even
when it oppresses and terrorizes us, in the bleak, dark night as well as the
glory of the sun. Even in that indeterminate, vertiginous haze that is e ither
dawn or dusk. When we avo id the anesthetic option, the sublime sentiment
forces us to learn to think with pa in, which implies, necessaril y, a remainder
of thought in the wake of disaster.
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